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A B S T R A C T
Background: The economic evaluation of colorectal cancer screen-
ing is challenging because of the need to model the underlying
unobservable natural history of the disease. Objectives: To describe
the available Markov models and to critically analyze their main
structural assumptions. Methods: A systematic search was per-
formed in eight relevant databases (MEDLINE, Embase, Econlit,
National Health Service Economic Evaluation Database, Health
Economic Evaluations Database, Health Technology Assessment
database, Cost-Effective Analysis Registry, and European Network
of Health Economics Evaluation Databases), identifying 34 models
that met the inclusion criteria. A comparative analysis of model
structure and parameterization was conducted using two checklists
and guidelines for cost-effectiveness screening models. Results:
Two modeling techniques were identified. One strategy used a
Markov model to reproduce the natural history of the disease and
an overlaying model that reproduced the screening process,
whereas the other used a single model to represent a screening
program. Most of the studies included only adenoma-carcinoma
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sequences, a few included de novo cancer, and none included the
serrated pathway. Parameterization of adenoma dwell time, sojourn
time, and surveillance differed between studies, and there was a
lack of validation and statistical calibration against local epidemio-
logical data. Most of the studies analyzed failed to perform an
adequate literature review and synthesis of diagnostic accuracy
properties of the screening tests modeled. Conclusions: Several
strategies to model colorectal cancer screening have been devel-
oped, but many challenges remain to adequately represent the
natural history of the disease and the screening process. Structural
uncertainty analysis could be a useful strategy for understanding
the impact of the assumptions of different models on cost-effective-
ness results.
Keywords: colorectal cancer, economic evaluation, Markov models,
screening, structural uncertainty.
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Introduction

Screening is an essential strategy for the secondary prevention of
colorectal cancer (CRC). Several screening modalities are avail-
able, including colonoscopy (COL), rectosigmoidoscopy, virtual
colonoscopy, guaiac-based fecal occult blood testing (gFOBT),
fecal immunochemical testing (FIT), stool DNA testing, and
capsule endoscopy.

Over the past two decades, several systematic reviews have
concluded that CRC screening is a cost-effective intervention
[1–4]. Nevertheless, the studies disagreed as to which screening
strategy is most cost-effective or has the best incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio (ICER) for a given cost-effectiveness threshold
or willingness to pay.

The natural history of CRC is a process much more compli-
cated than initially thought. Until the past two decades it was
known that most colorectal adenocarcinomas originated from
adenomas, through the adenoma-carcinoma sequence, or were
“de novo,” without a pre-existing lesion [5]. Recently, it has
been identified that serrated lesions, initially considered as
hyperplastic polyps without malignant potential, could be the
precursors of up to one-third of CRCs and the cause behind some
cancers initially considered de novo [6–8].

One particular challenge associated with the economic eval-
uation of CRC screening is that disease modeling requires
accounting for many parameters on the natural progression of
potentially malignant lesions that are not directly observable (so-
called deep parameters) [9–11]. The main deep parameters in the
natural history of CRC are adenoma dwell time (time from the
adenoma incidence to its transformation into asymptomatic CRC)
and CRC sojourn time (time from the onset of preclinical or
asymptomatic CRC to its transition to symptomatic cancer and
detection). Both parameters are random variables with an
unknown distribution in the population. In turn, the sojourn
time and the screening diagnostic test accuracy determine the
lead time (the time during which screening advances the diagnosis
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compared with no screening) and, consequently, change the CRC
stage distribution and determine the improvement in prognosis.
The sensitivity of screening tests is also a deep parameter that is
difficult to measure and could be defined as a function of the
progression of preclinical lesions [11]. Conversely, surface param-
eters are directly observable parameters, for example, screening
participation, CRC survival, and death from other causes [9].

Similarly, models could be classified as surface models if they
consider only observable events such as CRC incidence, preva-
lence, and mortality, whereas deep models incorporate the hypoth-
esis about the disease process and the underlying disease
dynamics that generate the observable events [12].

Previous efforts to characterize different modeling strategies
are available [13,14]; these studies, however, do not necessarily
provide an in-depth evaluation of the model structure, assump-
tions, and parameterization. Likewise, collaborative efforts
among groups of modeling experts and consortiums of inves-
tigators have produced in-depth comparative evaluations of
various CRC screening models [15–17]. Nevertheless, these efforts
have been focused on microsimulation models.

Even though Markov models have been widely used to
simulate CRC screening, to our knowledge, there have not been
previous reviews focused on this modeling technique. This study
provides a systematic review of the Cohort state transition
models that have been used for the economic evaluation of
CRC screening, with the aim of describing and analyzing the
modeling strategies and their main structural assumptions. This
review could be used to inform future cost-effectiveness studies
as well as to identify possible sources of structural uncertainty
between models.
Records iden�fied through
data base search: 

1722

Addi�onal records 
iden�fied through other

sources: 
8

Records remaining a�er
review of �tles: 

247

Full -text ar�cles assessed
for eligibility a�er abstract

review: 
163

Models included in the
review: 

34

Records excluded: 1483
Not economic evalua�on: 1205
Not about CRC screening: 151
Duplicates: 127

Records excluded: 84
Not economic evalua�on: 53 
Did not include modeling: 16
Not full economicevalua�on: 15

Records excluded: 128 

Not a Markovmodel: 41
Not an original model: 36

Review ar�cle: 20
Incomplete report: 3
Not full economic evalua�on: 2
Incomplete modeling: 2
Full-text ar�cle not available: 2

Did not include modeling : 23

Fig. 1 – PRISMA diagram. CRC, colorectal cancer; PRISMA,
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses.
Methods

A systematic literature review was performed. The inclusion
criteria were as follows: 1) full economic evaluations (including
cost-effectiveness, cost-utility, and cost-benefit studies); 2) com-
paring any CRC screening technique(s), and 3) using a Markov
model applied to the general population or individuals with
normal risk. The search was conducted using the following
databases: MEDLINE, Embase, EconLit, National Health Service
Economic Evaluation Database, Database of Abstracts of Reviews
of Effects, and Health Technology Assessment database. Articles
were limited to original reports published in English from 1990 to
December 2015. We extended the search strategy to specific
journals. Additional articles were identified through the referen-
ces of the articles reviewed in full text and previous reviews. The
full electronic search strategy is included in Supplemental Mate-
rials found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2017.11.010.

A three-step selection process was performed. First, duplicates
were removed, and clearly irrelevant studies were excluded on the
basis of their titles. Second, abstracts were screened on the basis of
the inclusion criteria. Finally, full-text copies of the remaining
articles were obtained, and a third screening was performed to
determine their eligibility. Two researchers screened abstracts and
reviewed full-text copies independently. For those studies that
used a previously published model, only the original model was
considered. In cases in which an updated version of a model was
developed by the same group of authors, the article that described
the model the most completely was analyzed.

On the basis of previous definitions [12], two modeling
strategies were identified. A deep model strategy and a surface
model strategy. The model structures were analyzed according to
three main modeling dimensions: the screening process, the
modeling of deep parameters, and the clinical benefit of screen-
ing. After this process, the structure of those models sharing
similar characteristics was reproduced using diagrams.
The parameterization and other features of the models were
analyzed following the good practices checklist proposed by
Karnon et al. [14] for cost-utility modeling of screening programs.
Several dimensions used in the comparative workshop carried
out by the Institute of Medicine were also included [18]. The costs
of screening tests and CRC treatment and the results of each
model in terms of incremental costs and ICERs were converted
into 2016 US dollars and adjusted according to purchasing power
parity using currency conversions from the International Mone-
tary Fund database.

The information obtained is presented as a narrative syn-
thesis and several comparative tables.
Results

The process of study selection is displayed in Figure 1. Overall,
the search yielded 1730 hits. Title and abstract screening identi-
fied 163 articles for full-text assessment. After full-text analysis, a
total of 34 models were included in the review. The main
characteristics of the studies, the states and routes modeled,
the screening test evaluated, screening age band, perspective,
and time horizon are presented in Table 1.
General Characteristics and Modeling Strategies

Regarding the route of carcinogenesis, all models (n ¼ 34) focused
on the adenoma-carcinoma sequence, only eight included the de
novo cancer pathway, and none included the serrated pathway
(Table 1). Two studies also explicitly included lifetime latent
cancers that will never be detected by symptoms and have no
impact on survival. Adenoma regression was not included in any
study, but some models included progressive and nonprogressive
adenomas.

Regarding the screening process, the deep model strategy (n ¼
27 of 34 [79%]) used two superimposed models: a Markov model
to reproduce the natural history of CRC and a second model that
reproduced the screening protocol (Fig. 2) [19–46]. The surface
model strategy (n ¼ 7 of 34 [21%]) used a single Markov model to
represent a CRC screening program (Fig. 3) [47–53]. A comparison
of the main characteristics of both strategies is presented in
Table 2. (A detailed analysis of the general characteristics and
modeling strategies is provided in Supplemental Materials.)
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Table 1 – Main characteristics of the reviewed studies.

Model
(first author),
country

Perspective/time
horizon/age at
screening and
surveillance

Screening test(s)
evaluated

Type of model Multiple lesions
modeling strategy,
adenoma state(s)

modeled

Cancer state(s)
modeled

Modeling
strategy for

each segment
of the colon

Route(s) modeled

Barouni et al.
[21], Iran

• Third-party payer
• Lifetime
• 50–75 y

• gFOBT
• FIT
• RS
• COL
• Barium enema
• CTC

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− Low-risk
− Advanced (49 mm

and/or villous
component and/or
high-grade dysplasia)

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Localized
− Regional
− Distant

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Berchi et al. [40],
France

• Health system
• Lifetime
• 50–74 y

• gFOBT
• FIT

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− o1 cm
− 41 cm

• Diagnosed cancer
− Dukes A
− Dukes B
− Dukes C
− Metastasis
− Follow-up

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Bishop et al. [46],
Australia

• Third-party payer
• Lifetime
• 55–75 y

• FIT Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Benign polyp
• Large but nonprogressive
adenoma

• Large, progressive
adenoma

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Dukes A
− Dukes B
− Dukes C
− Dukes D

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Chen et al. [22],
Taiwan

• Societal
• Time horizon not
defined

• Cohort beginning at
50 y, end age not
defined

• FIT Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• PCDP
• Treated PCDP

Diagnosed cancer Not
differentiated

Preclinical screen-
detectable−clinical
cancer sequence:
100%

Dan et al. [47],
Singapore

• Societal
• Lifetime
• 50–75 y

• FIT
• RS
• COL
• Barium enema
• Fecal DNA testing
• CTC

Surface model • Index lesion was modeled
• Polyp

Diagnosed cancer Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Di Bidino et al.
[34], Italy

• Health system
• Lifetime
• Cohort beginning at 50
y, end age not defined

• gFOBT
• RS
• COL
• Barium enema
• CTC

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− o1 cm
− 41 cm

• Diagnosed cancer
− Dukes A
− Dukes B
− Dukes C
− Dukes D
− Follow-up

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Eddy [23], United
States

• Not clearly defined
• Lifetime
• 50–75 y

• gFOBT
• RS
• COL
• Barium enema

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− o1 cm
− 41 cm

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Dukes A
− Dukes B
− Dukes C

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 93%

De novo cancer: 7%
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Frazier et al. [24],
United States

• Societal
• Lifetime
• 50–85 y

• gFOBT
• RS
• COL
• Barium enema

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Nonadenomatous polyp
• Adenoma

− Low-risk
− High-risk

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Localized
− Regional
− Distant

The model
included
distal and
proximal
lesions
separately

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Gyrd-Hansen
et al. [48],
Denmark

• Health system
• Lifetime
• 50–74 y

• gFOBT Surface model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− o1 cm
− 41 cm

Diagnosed cancer Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence

It is unclear whether de
novo cancer was also
modeled

Hassan et al. [25],
United States

• Societal
• Lifetime
• 50–75 y

• gFOBT
• FIT
• RS
• COL
• FUSE
• CTC
• CE

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Hyperplastic polyp
• Adenoma (advanced and
nonadvanced)
− ≤5 mm
− 6–9 mm
− 41 cm

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Localized
− Regional
− Distant

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 90%

De novo cancer: 10%

Heitman et al.*

[41], Canada
• Health system; publicly
funded

• Lifetime
• 50–75 y

• gFOBT
• FIT
• RS
• COL
• CTC

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma (advanced and
nonadvanced)
− o1 cm
− 41 cm

• Diagnosed cancer
− Stage I
− Stage II
− Stage III
− Stage IV

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Heresbach et al.
[36], France

• Third-party payer
• 30 y
• 50–74 y

• gFOBT
• FIT
• COL
• CTC

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma (o6 mm to 46
mm)
− Low-risk
− Advanced (villous

component, high-
grade dysplasia,
carcinoma in situ, or
41 cm)

• Diagnosed cancer
− Stage I
− Stage II
− Stage III
− Stage IV

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Huang et al. [49],
China

• Third-party payer
• 35 y
• 50–70 y

• gFOBT Surface model • Index lesion was modeled
• Polyp

Diagnosed cancer Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Khandker et al.
[27], United
States

• Third-party payer
• Lifetime
• 50–85 y

• gFOBT
• RS
• COL
• Barium enema

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Hyperplastic polyp
• Adenoma

− Small
− Large

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Local
− Regional
− Distant

The model
included
distal and
proximal
lesions
separately

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Lejeune et al.
[50], France

• French social security
system

• Lifetime
• 50–85 y

• gFOBT
• FIT

Surface model • Index lesion was modeled
• Advanced adenoma (41
cm, villous component, or
severe dysplasia)

Diagnosed cancer Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence

It is not described
whether de novo
cancer was also
modeled
continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued

Model
(first author),
country

Perspective/time
horizon/age at
screening and
surveillance

Screening test(s)
evaluated

Type of model Multiple lesions
modeling strategy,
adenoma state(s)

modeled

Cancer state(s)
modeled

Modeling
strategy for

each segment
of the colon

Route(s) modeled

Macafee et al.
[39], England
and Wales

• Health care provider
• 50 y
• 60–69 y

• gFOBT Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− Low-risk
− High-risk

• Cancer (undiagnosed,
diagnosed, and
surveillance)
− Early
− Regional
− Advanced

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Neilson and
Whynes [42],
United
Kingdom

• Third-party payer
• 90 y
• Cohort followed from 40
to 74 y

• gFOBT
• RS

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− Progressive
− Slow progressive

growth that will not
transit to cancer

− Nonprogressive

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Early
− Late

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence and de
novo cancer. It is not
described whether
the proportions of
cancers originated
from each route

O’Leary et al.
[28], Australia

• Health system, financed
by government

• 10 y
• 50–64 y

• gFOBT
• RS
• COL

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− o10 mm
− 410 mm

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Dukes A
− Dukes B
− Dukes C
− Dukes D
− Survivor

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence and de
novo cancer

Park et al. [45],
Korea

• Korean national health
system

• 80 y
• Cohort beginning at 50 y

• gFOBT
• RS
• COL
• Barium enema

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Polyp

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Early
− Late
− Survivor

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence and de
novo cancer

Pence et al. [37],
United States

• Health system, financed
by government

• Not described
• 50–75 y

• COL
• Aspirin
• Calcium

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− Low-risk
− High-risk

Diagnosed cancer Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence

It is not described
whether de novo
cancer was also
modeled

Sharp et al. [29],
Ireland

• Third-party payer
(Health Service
Executive)

• 100 y
• 55–74 y

• gFOBT
• FIT
• RS

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− Low-risk
− High-risk

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Stage I
− Stage II
− Stage III
− Stage IV

The model
included
distal and
proximal
lesions
separately

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 86%

De novo cancer: 14%

Shimbo et al.
[43], Japan

• Third-party payer
• 35 y
• Cohort beginning at 40 y

• gFOBT
• FIT
• RS

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Benign polyp
• Polyp with potential to
evolve into cancer
− Low-risk
− High-risk

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Dukes A
− Dukes B
− Dukes C
− Survivor

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 50%

De novo cancer:
apparently 50%

continued on next page
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Ladabaum et al.*

[30], United
States

• Not clearly defined
• 100 y
• 50–80 y

• gFOBT
• COL
• RS
• CTC
• Fecal DNA testing

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− Small
− Large

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Localized
− Regional
− Distant

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 85%

De novo cancer:
apparently 15%

Sonnenberg et al.
[51], United
States

• Third-party payer
• Lifetime
• Cohort beginning at 50 y

• gFOBT
• COL
• RS
• CTC

Surface model • Index lesion was modeled
• Polyp

Diagnosed cancer Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence

It is not described
whether de novo
cancer was also
modeled

Tappenden et al.
[31], England

• National Health Service
(UK)

• Lifetime
• 50–70 y

• gFOBT
• RS

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− Low-risk
− High-risk

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Dukes A
− Dukes B
− Dukes C
− Dukes D

The model
included
distal and
proximal
lesions
separately

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Telford et al. [32],
Canada

• Third-party payer
• Lifetime
• 50–75 y

• gFOBT
• FIT
• RS
• Fecal DNA testing
• Barium enema
• CTC
• COL

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenoma

− Low-risk
− High-risk

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Localized
− Regional
− Distant

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Tsoi et al. [53],
Asia

• Not defined; apparently
third-party payer

• Lifetime
• 50–80 y

• gFOBT
• RS
• COL

Surface model • Index lesion was modeled
• Polyp

Diagnosed cancer Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence

It is not described
whether de novo
cancer was also
modeled

van Rossum
et al. [52], The
Netherlands

• Third-party payer
• Not described
• 50–75 y

• gFOBT
• FIT

Surface model • Index lesion was modeled
• Advanced adenoma

Diagnosed cancer Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence

It is not described
whether de novo
cancer was also
modeled

Vijan et al. [44],
United States

• Third-party payer
• 100 y
• 50–75 y

• gFOBT
• RS
• CTC
• COL

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Polyp

− Hyperplastic
− Low-risk
− High-risk

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Localized
− Regional
− Disseminated
− Survivor

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

Wagner et al.
[19], United
States

• Third-party payer
• Lifetime
• 65–85 y

• gFOBT
• RS

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled

• Adenoma
− Progressive
− Nonprogressive

• Cancer
− Early latent
− Early progressive
− Late (undiagnosed

and diagnosed)

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 57%

De novo cancer: 43%

continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued

Model
(first author),
country

Perspective/time
horizon/age at
screening and
surveillance

Screening test(s)
evaluated

Type of model Multiple lesions
modeling strategy,
adenoma state(s)

modeled

Cancer state(s)
modeled

Modeling
strategy for

each segment
of the colon

Route(s) modeled

Wagner et al.
[20], United
States

• Third-party payer
• 85 y
• 65–85 y

• gFOBT
• RS
• COL
• Barium enema

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled
• Adenomatous polyp

• Cancer (progressive
latent†)
− Initial
− Late (undiagnosed

and diagnosed)

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 70%.

De novo cancer: 30%

Wang et al. [38],
China

• Not defined
• Not described
• 50–80 y

• COL Deep model • Index lesion was modeled

• Adenoma
− Nonadvanced
− Advanced (41 cm,

villous component, or
severe dysplasia)

• Cancer (screen-detected
or detected by usual
means)
− Early
− Early, postcurative

resection
− Advanced

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence

It is not described
whether de novo
cancer was also
modeled

Whyte et al.* [33],
England

• National Health Service
(UK)

• 100 y
• 55–74 y

• gFOBT
• RS

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled

• Adenoma
− Low-risk
− High-risk (three

adenomas o1 cm or
at least one adenoma
41 cm)

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Dukes A
− Dukes B
− Dukes C
− Dukes D

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

De novo cancer is listed,
but apparently was
not modeled or had a
very low probability
postcalibration

Wu et al. [26],
Taiwan

• Third-party payer
• Lifetime
• 50–75 y

• gFOBT
• COL
• RS
• Fecal DNA testing

Deep model • Index lesion was modeled

• Adenoma
− Small
− Large

• Cancer (undiagnosed
and diagnosed)
− Early
− Late

Not
differentiated

Adenoma-carcinoma
sequence: 100%

CE, capsule endoscopy; COL, colonoscopy; CRC, colorectal cancer; CTC, computed tomographic colonography (or virtual colonoscopy); FIT, fecal immunochemical testing; FUSE, full spectrum
endoscopy; gFOBT, guaiac-based fecal occult blood testing; PCDP, preclinical screen-detectable phase; RS, rectosigmoidoscopy.
⁎ These models were applied in several studies (see Supplemental Materials for more details).
† It is not clearly described whether latent cancers are only initial-state types of cancer.
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Fig. 2 – Deep model diagrams. Comparison of model structures implemented to simulate adenoma and CRC natural history.
COL, colonoscopy; CRC, colorectal cancer; FOBT, fecal occult blood test; M, Markov model; S/E, sensitivity and specificity.
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In most of the deep model studies (n ¼ 20 of 27 [74%]),
adenoma dwell time was an output of the model [21–41]. In
these models, the natural history of adenomas is reproduced
and governed by three transition probabilities: adenoma inci-
dence, transition from low-risk to high-risk adenoma, and
transition from high-risk adenoma to cancer (Fig. 2A).
Fig. 3 – Surface model diagram. Model structure used to
simulate a CRC screening program. CRC, colorectal cancer.
Alternatively, some models (n ¼ 6 of 27 [22%]) used dwell time
as an input of the model [19,20,42–45]. The most common
structure of these models includes a nonprogressive adenoma
state that will never develop into cancer, and a progressive
adenoma state (Fig. 2B). Progressive adenomas transition into
cancer according to adenoma dwell time. Few studies (n ¼ 2 of
28 [7%]) did not explicitly describe their model structure [19,20].
All the reviewed studies modeled only index lesions (the more
advanced of multiple lesions).

In most of the deep models (n ¼ 25 of 27 [92%]), the benefit of
CRC incidence reduction derived from the early detection of
adenomas relied on the interaction of the natural history model
and the model that represented the screening process (Fig. 2A)
[21,22,24–46]. Adenoma detection depends on the sensitivity of
the screening tests and the participation rate. Once an adenoma
has been detected, the model assumes that it is resected and
subjected to colonoscopic surveillance. Most of these models
assumed that adenomas are potentially detectable from their
first appearance and that sensitivity is a function of adenoma
size and/or histology, but because adenoma growth is not
modeled continuously, the probability of detection is a discrete
function of each adenoma state. One model assumed that each
screening test has a “nonrandom false-negative rate,” defined as
how long before cancer invasion a test can first detect an
adenoma, and a “random false-negative rate” equivalent to the
sensitivity of the test [23].



Table 2 – Summary of main approaches to CRC Markov modeling.

Characteristic Deep models Surface models

Number of
reviewed
models

27 (79%) 7 (21%)

Description Incorporate hypothesis about the disease process and
the underlying disease dynamics that generate the
observed events

Consider only observable events such as CRC incidence,
prevalence, and mortality

Modeling
strategy

Two superimposed models: natural history of the disease
and screening protocol

A single model that directly represents the screening
process

Main strengths • Are more flexible to evaluate combination of different
screening tests

• Allow to evaluate different adenoma surveillance
strategies

• Could be updated according to changes observed in the
CRC stage distribution at diagnosis or changes in
population cancer survival

• Incorporate lead time (or the time by which screening
advances the diagnosis compared with absence of
screening) in the model structure

• Could be used to evaluate screening schemes that
incorporate strategies according to polyp size thresholds

• Require fewer parameters than deep models
• Do not need to simulate CRC incidence, because it is one of
the inputs of the model

• Cancer sojourn time and adenoma dwell time are inputs
of the model

Limitations • Require more parameters than surface models
• CRC incidence, adenoma prevalence, adenoma dwell
time, and cancer sojourn time are outputs of the model
that need to be validated

• The analysis of combination of different screening tests is
challenging

• Do not incorporate cancer lead time in the model structure
• Estimate adenoma detection on the basis of positivity rate
and positive predictive value rather than on the sensitivity
of the screening tests

• Updating changes in the cancer stage distribution at
diagnosis and changes in population cancer survival is
challenging

• The evaluation of screening schemes that incorporate
strategies according to different polyp size thresholds is
challenging

Shared
challenges

• It is difficult to incorporate time-dependent transition probabilities in the adenoma and cancer progression
• It is difficult to model multiple synchronic lesions

CRC, colorectal cancer.
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There are three strategies to model the clinical benefit of early
CRC detection in deep models. Each is based on the assumption
that CRC stages are associated with different levels of health-
related quality of life and survival rates and therefore clinical
benefit depends on the stage distribution of incident (sympto-
matic) versus screen-detected cases.

Studies with a structure as that displayed in Figure 2C (n ¼ 16
of 27 [59%]) included an undiagnosed state and a diagnosed
state for each CRC stage [21–33,42–44,46]. When an undiagnosed
case is detected through screening, it is transferred to the
diagnosed state, and the progression to more advanced stages
is blocked. Sojourn time is an output of the model and is
governed by the transition probabilities between undiagnosed
CRC stages and the transition probabilities from undiagnosed to
diagnosed CRC stages (Fig. 3A), whereas lead time is related to
the time advanced in the screen-detected cases. Few studies
modeled early- and late-stage CRC, but included a transition
from undiagnosed to diagnosed state for only late-stage CRC,
although it was assumed that early-stage CRC has a window for
detection before entering into late-stage CRC [19,20]. In the other
study, the sojourn time modeling strategy was not explicitly
described [23].
Models that adopted a structure as shown in Figure 2D (n ¼ 3
of 27 [11%]) did not model CRC progression [40,41,45]. The
proportion of patients with CRC in each stage depends on the
diagnosis strategy, with more favorable CRC distributions con-
tingent on the screening test evaluated. Sojourn time and lead
time could not be estimated from the model because they do not
take into account the time that screening advances the diagnosis
compared with no screening.

A less common strategy (n ¼ 1 of 27 [4%]) included transitions
between CRC stages while assuming that each CRC stage has a
without-screening state or a screen-detected state with different
survival rates [38]. Few studies (n ¼ 4 of 27 [15%]) modeled CRC
progression between stages, but insufficient information is pro-
vided regarding sojourn time and lead time because only diag-
nosed CRC states are modeled [34–37].

The surface model strategy does not reproduce the natural
history of adenoma [47–53]. Alternatively, the model predicts the
number of adenomas that would be diagnosed through screening
in each round of the screening program, and CRC incidence is
adjusted downward accordingly.

In these models, the benefit of early CRC detection is charac-
terized in a simpler structure including only two CRC states: CRC
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detected by symptoms and CRC detected by screening. Higher
survival rates are considered in the former (Fig. 3). Sojourn time
and lead time are underlying factors in the CRC prevalence
modeled in each screening round. Only few studies (n ¼ 2 of 7
[29%]) reported sojourn time estimations [47,50]. One study (14%)
did not describe how the clinical benefit of early CRC detection
was modeled [53].

Parameterization of CRC and Adenoma Prevalence

Deep models
Most studies simulated a cohort starting at the age of 50 or 55
years. The initial health state distribution of the cohort requires
estimating the adenoma and CRC prevalence at this age.

One strategy to obtain prevalence parameters was to perform
estimations directly from the model (n ¼ 3 of 27 [11%]) [29,31,33].
The remaining studies (n ¼ 24 of 27 [89%]) obtained adenoma and
CRC prevalence from the literature. Some models (n ¼ 6 of 27
[22%]) used local epidemiological data sources to inform adenoma
prevalence [28,34,38,41,44,46] or CRC prevalence [26,28,34,38,41,46].
Few studies (n ¼ 6 of 27 [22%]) performed a systematic search for
parameters of adenoma prevalence [19,20,29,31,33,35]. A more
detailed description is presented in Table 3.

Surface models
Screening in surface models involved the detection of CRC either
by the interaction of the screening test’s diagnostic accuracy and
CRC prevalence (n ¼ 2 of 7 [29%]) [48,50] or by using the positivity
rate and the positive predictive value of the screening tests (n ¼ 2
of 7 [29%]) [47,52]. Few studies (n ¼ 2 of 7 [29%]) estimated CRC
prevalence by modeling on the basis of CRC incidence and
sojourn time estimates. Some studies (n ¼ 3 of 7 [43%]) described
the sensitivity of screening tests for CRC but did not provide
sufficient information on how CRC was detected [49,51,53]. Most
studies (n ¼ 4 of 7 [57%]) used local epidemiological data to
inform their models [48–50,52]. Adenoma prevalence was not
required as an input in these studies.

Parameterization of Adenoma Natural History and CRC
Progression

Deep models
Most of the studies (n ¼ 12 of 27 [44%]) modeled adenoma
incidence using different transition probabilities by age group
[19,22,24,26,27,29,31–33,35,36,39] and one study used a time-vary-
ing probability function dependent on age [26]. Few models (n ¼ 2
of 27 [7%]) used age-dependent probabilities to model transitions
between adenomas and from adenoma to cancer [25,33] or de
novo cancer incidence [30]. Progression between CRC stages and
diagnosed/undiagnosed states was estimated using either transi-
tion probabilities or the average duration of each stage
[19,20,23,27,42–46], and no studies included age-dependent tran-
sition probabilities in these parameters. Two studies included
time-in-state–dependent probabilities. One used a semi-Markov
process in which a probability function determined the holding
time required to elapse before a movement to the next state [42].
The second study included higher transition probabilities from
adenoma to cancer conditional on the time spent in the adenoma
state [45]. As has been described elsewhere [14], another study
could be considered a combination of an analytical-numerical
method and simulation because it used a state transition model
with probabilities obtained by numerical integration of a set of
differential equations [23]. In this model, adenoma dwell time was
a parameter required to estimate the “preclinical interval” or the
time required for an adenoma to develop from first being poten-
tially detectable by screening to the appearance of signs and
symptoms. Few models (n ¼ 4 of 27 [15%]) performed a systematic
search of evidence to inform any of these parameters [19,29,31,33].

Surface models
Instead of modeling the natural history of adenomas and
adenoma prevalence, these studies directly modeled adenoma
detection rates in each screening round. CRC incidence reduction
is modeled assuming that a proportion of future CRC cases are
avoided because of adenoma detection, whereas the benefit of
CRC early detection is due to improving survival in screen-
detected cases. None of these studies performed a systematic
literature search to inform these parameters.

Other Model Features

Postpolypectomy surveillance
Among the deep model studies that included more than one
type of polyp, most modeled (n ¼ 11 of 24 [46%]) differential
surveillance schemes depending on polyp characteristics
[21,24,26,27,29,31,32,35,39,41,44], whereas several studies (n ¼ 10
of 24 [42%]) failed to clearly describe the surveillance scheme
[22,23,28,40,42,43,47,50,52,53].

Several studies (n ¼ 14 of 34 [41%]) included the possibility
of recurrent adenomas after polypectomy [24,26,27,29,31–
33,35,36,38,41,44,45,51]. Some surface model studies (n ¼ 2 of 7
[29%]) did not address polyp recurrence, but instead included a
probability of developing CRC during the surveillance period after
polypectomy [48,50] or considered the number of polypectomies
expected during the surveillance period (n ¼ 1 of 7 [14%]) [51].

Costs
Most of the models (n ¼ 17 of 34 [50%]) included the costs of CRC
treatment and surveillance during the survivor state
[19,22,24,26,27,29–33,35,40,41,43,45,47,50]. Other sources of costs
were included only in some studies, such as costs associated
with terminal CRC (end-of-life costs) (n ¼ 7 of 34 [21%])
[23,24,26,30,32,43,50], costs associated with CRC recurrence
(n ¼ 3 of 34 [9%]) [31,32,38], and administrative costs associated
with running the screening program (n ¼ 9 of 34 [26%])
[28,29,33,40,47–50,52]. Few studies (n ¼ 4 of 34 [12%]) also included
indirect costs [22,35,41,47]. Costs of CRC treatment vary between
models from $1,538 to $43,837 for localized cancer and from $5,453
to $120,131 for late-stage cancer. The costs of screening test also
are highly heterogeneous between studies (see Supplemental
Materials for a more detailed description).

Utilities
The most common reported outcome referred to life-years
gained. From the studies that reported quality-adjusted life-years
per CRC stage, two used Health Utility Index scores from a study
of CRC survivors [30,47], and three used quality-adjusted life-year
values from a study that applied a standard gamble exercise to
postpolypectomy patients [31,32,41]. Two studies used both
information sources [29,53]. One study used a single utility
estimate for CRC that was not specific to CRC stage [33].

CRC survival
Most of the studies (n ¼ 20 of 34 [59%]) used population-based
CRC survival data [21–24,26,27,29–36,40,41,44,46,51,52]. Most stud-
ies modeled complications associated with endoscopy screening
such as bleeding, colon perforation, and death. The main differ-
ences between studies were regarding the inclusion of other
causes of death besides cancer for CRC states (n ¼ 13 of 34 [38%])
[21–23,26,27,29–31,33,34,36,41,42], consideration of CRC relapse
(n ¼ 2 of 34 [6%]) [21,32], and the assumption that patients were



Table 3 – Methods of estimation (or sources of information) used for the transition probabilities of adenoma and
CRC natural history.

Parameters Method of estimation (E) or primary source of
information (PS)

Primary
studies

Models

Adenoma
prevalence
and/or cancer
prevalence

(PS) Studies of autopsy data [55–64] [20,24,25,30,40,44]
(PS) Cross-sectional studies or randomized controlled trials of low-

sensitivity screening tests (FOBT and RS)
[65–67] [28,34,46]

(PS) Cross-sectional studies of high-sensitivity screening tests (COL and
CTC)

[65–80] [25,32,35–38,45]

(PS) Results from CRC screening programs [73,81,82] [52]
(PS) Meta-analysis of cross-sectional COL screening studies [83] [41]
(E) Calibration based on CRC incidence, adenoma prevalence, and the

cumulative probability of developing cancer according to studies of
in situ polyp surveillance

NA [26]

(E) Prevalence of disease accumulated over the prescreening period
(i.e., 30–50 y) estimated by filtering the cohort through the health
states of the natural history of disease

NA [29,31,33]

(E) Modeled on the basis of CRC incidence and sojourn time estimates NA [48,50]

Adenoma
incidence

(PS) Observational study of patients undergoing repeated colonoscopies;
incidence rate was estimated by newly developed adenomas from
patients with no lesions on the first examinations

[84] [36]

(E) Calibration against adenoma prevalence by age group NA [24,30,32,44,45,51]
(E) Estimation based on statistics of CRC incidence by age group,

cumulative risk of developing cancer among adenoma carriers, and
average dwell time. The probability of a person developing progressive
adenoma was derived by tracking the age-specific incidence of CRC to
the likely time of adenoma development

NA [26,46]

(E) Simultaneous calibration of all the parameters of the natural history of
disease using a Bayesian method

NA [29,31,33]

Transition
between
adenomas

(PS) Observational studies on surveillance of patients with polyps left
in situ

[56–60,85–88] [24,35,40]

(PS) A three-state Markov model based on data from a case-cohort study
of subjects who underwent screening colonoscopy and were followed
linking patient data to cancer registry data

[89] [38]

(E) Calibration against adenoma prevalence by age group NA [30,32,41,44]
(E) Simultaneous calibration of all the parameters of the natural history of

disease using a Bayesian method
NA [29,31,33]

Transition from
adenoma to
cancer

(PS) Observational studies on surveillance of patients with polyps left
in situ

[85] [24,35,45]

(PS) Cross-sectional study that estimates transition probabilities
combining data from a national screening colonoscopy registry and
cancer registry data

[90] [36]

(PS) A three-state Markov model based on data from a case-cohort study
of subjects who underwent screening colonoscopy and were followed
linking patient data to cancer registry data

[89] [38]

(E) Calibration against CRC incidence data NA [30,32]
(E) Calibration based on CRC incidence, adenoma prevalence, and the

cumulative probability of developing cancer according to studies of
in situ polyp surveillance

NA [26,44]

(E) Simultaneous calibration of all the parameters of the natural history of
disease using a Bayesian method

NA [29,31,33]

Transition
probability
between
cancer stages

(E) Calibration against CRC stage distribution using data from cancer
registries

NA [23–25,32–34,44,49]

(PS) Multistage Markov model using data from a CRC screening program [91] [22,26]
(PS) Expert opinion NA [18,19,23,27,30,42,43]
(E) Simultaneous calibration of all the parameters of the natural history of

disease using a Bayesian method
NA [29,31,33]

(PS) Multistate Markov model using data from CRC screening programs [91] [22,26]
continued on next page
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Table 3 – continued

Parameters Method of estimation (E) or primary source of
information (PS)

Primary
studies

Models

Transition
probability
from
asymptomatic
to
symptomatic
CRC

(E) Calibration against CRC stage distribution using data from cancer
registries

NA [24,27,32,44]

(E) Estimation based on the proportion of incident cases over the
cumulative proportion of cases by stage, on the basis of data from
cancer registries

NA [28,46]

(E) Simultaneous calibration of all the parameters of the natural history of
disease using a Bayesian method

NA [29,31,33]

CRC stage
distribution

(PS) Results from a CRC screening program * [40]
(PS) RCT of the efficacy of FOBTs [92–96] [40,41]
(PS) Cross-sectional studies of colonoscopy [71,73] [41]
(PS) Tumor registry † [40]

CRC incidence
reduction due
to adenoma
detection

(PS) Surveillance studies of patients with polyps left in situ and
surveillance studies of patients with resected adenomas

[85,96] [48–50,52]

Adenoma
detection rate

(PS) RCTs [93] [48]
(PS) Estimated using the positive predictive value of confirmatory

colonoscopy and the positivity rate of gFOBT
[97,98] [50,52]

COL, colonoscopy; CRC, colorectal cancer; CTC, computed tomographic colonography (or virtual colonoscopy); gFOBT, guaiac-based occult
blood testing; NA, not applicable; RCT, randomized controlled trial; RS, rectosigmoidoscopy.
⁎ Data obtained from a screening program in Calvados (reference not provided).
† Data obtained from Tumor Registry of Calvados (reference not provided).
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cured after a given survival period (n ¼ 15 of 34 [44%])
[19,21,28,30,32–36,40,41,44,46,51,52].
Validation and calibration
Two alternatives for external validation were identified. The first
strategy consisted of performing an external validation of model-
predicted incidence, mortality, and/or cumulative CRC risk against
data from cancer registries [28,31,33,45,50,52]. Another common
technique was external validation against the results of clinical
trials of screening [23,25,27,38,43,45,50]. Among deep models, only
one reported adenoma dwell time and sojourn time predictions [39].

Few models (n ¼ 4 of 34 [12%]) performed cross-validation,
adjusting some parameters to replicate other studies and
comparing the results between them [24,26,42,48]. Some studies
(n ¼ 9 of 34 [26%]) did not perform cross-validation
[22,23,27,34,41,44,45,47,49]. The remaining studies simply com-
pared the results of their models with those from other studies.

Calibration was used in several models to estimate the natural
history of disease parameters. The most common strategy was
manual calibration (i.e., an arbitrary variation of parameters
by the analyst to obtain better predictions from the model)
[19,21,24,25,27,28,30,44,45]. Only three studies [29,31,33] used a for-
mal calibration method and described the process in terms of the
objectives, search algorithm, acceptance criteria, and stopping rules.
Modeling right versus left colon
One model assumed a different proportion of CRC incidence for
the left and right segments [33]. Few models (n ¼ 4 of 34 [18%])
included an independent state for each colon segment, assuming
a different proportion of lesions for each [24,27,29,31].
No studies used specific transition probabilities for disease pro-
gression of each segment of the colon. In addition, some of the
aforementioned studies assumed a probability of finding a sentinel
polyp in the distal colon that was dependent on the probability of
having a cancerous lesion in the proximal colon [24,29,31].

Diagnostic test accuracy
Several studies (n ¼ 10 of 34 [29%]) performed a systematic
evidence search for diagnostic test accuracy [19,20,23,29,
31,33,40,41,44,46]. One of these studies also relied on expert
opinion because of lack of evidence for several parameters [29].
One study used calibration to estimate the sensitivity and
specificity parameters, and it was also the only to include differ-
ential specificity by age for gFOBT and FIT [33]. Subsequent
analysis of the same model also incorporated a decrease in the
gFOBT sensitivity between initial and subsequent screening
rounds [54].

The diagnostic accuracy parameters are highly heterogeneous
between studies. For example, sensitivity of gFOBT to detect CRC
varies among studies from 13% to 72%, from 48% to 94% for FIT,
from 90% to 100% for COL, from 62% to 97% for sigmoidoscopy,
and from 85% to 97% for virtual colonoscopy (see Supplemental
Materials for a detailed description of the screening test
parameters).

Comparison of Cost-Effectiveness Results and Model
Predictions between Modeling Strategies

There is high variability in the results and predictions between
models (see Appendix Figures 1–5 in Supplemental Materials
found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2017.11.010 for a more
detailed description). On average, deep models predict higher
incidence reduction for annual gFOBT and annual FIT (36% vs.
22% and 46% vs. 27%, respectively), and SIG every 5 years (43% vs.
33%); higher incidence reduction for once-only SIG and once-only
COL (10% vs. 19% and 27% vs. 28%, respectively); and similar
results for colonoscopy every 10 years (54%). In terms of CRC

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2017.11.010
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2017.11.010
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mortality reduction, on average, deep models predict lower
estimates for annual gFOBT (46% vs. 18%), annual FIT (58% vs.
25%), biennial FIT (31% vs. 25%), SIG every 5 years (46% vs. 32%),
once-only COL (31% vs. 28%), and COL every 10 years (56% vs.
36%); higher estimates for once-only SIG (13% vs. 16%); and
similar estimates for biennial gFOBT (16 vs. 17%). In terms of
incremental costs and incremental life-years gained compared
with no screening, there is no clear pattern between surface and
deep models. Nevertheless, the ICER compared with no screening
is higher in surface models for all the screening strategies
analyzed, with stronger differences in the case of annual FOBT
($66,089 vs. $ 8,286), annual FIT ($28,867 vs. $5,185), once-only SIG
($29,334 vs. $119), once-only COL ($39,526 vs. −$42), and COL
every 10 years ($17,890 vs. $4,299). These results need to be
interpreted with caution because there was a smaller number of
surface models compared with deep models as well as high
variability within groups, and there were several parameters
besides the model structures that could have a major impact on
the results.
Discussion

Following previous definitions, two categories of model struc-
tures were identified: deep models and surface models. The deep
model strategy was the most common technique used. This
strategy provides a more thorough characterization of the disease
and screening processes, although it requires the estimation of
numerous deep parameters. Surface models, however, require
fewer specifications. One restriction of this approach is that the
natural history of the adenoma-carcinoma sequence is not
modeled directly, thereby limiting the analysis of different
screening tools and polyp surveillance protocols. Similarly, the
use of different survival rates for screen-detected and incident
cases entails the assumption of an underlying CRC stage distri-
bution that is fixed and specific to each screening test, which
undermines the flexibility of these models.

Most observational studies used to inform the adenoma
natural history had a longitudinal design in which cumulative
risk of adenoma progression was estimated through in situ polyp
surveillance. As has been noted previously, this study design has
some limitations. First, differential attrition during surveillance
could introduce bias [15,31]. Second, the rate at which large
adenomas become malignant cannot be accurately estimated
because it would require information concerning the point at
which the polyp becomes incident [15,31].

Some evidence suggests that the positive predictive value of
screening test decreases between the initial and repeat screening
rounds [99–101]. Failing to incorporate this evidence could over-
estimate the effectiveness of screening. The only study that
incorporates this aspect estimates a decrease in the sensitivity
of gFOBT in the repeat screen [54], whereas recent evidence from
another modeling study suggests an opposite conclusion for FIT
—that the diminishing performance is attributed primarily to the
progressive removal of people with neoplasia from the screen-
eligible population [102]. Further research in this area is needed.

Failing to incorporate time- or age-dependent parameters in
the natural history of the disease could represent a source of bias
in several of the analyzed studies. As was described in the
results, only two studies included time-in-state–dependent prob-
abilities for adenoma dwell time. This restriction does not allow
to model the risk of progression to CRC conditional on the time
that an individual has remained in the adenoma state. As has
been suggested, if the assumption of constant progression is
erroneous, models would favor shorter screening intervals
because of an overestimation of the early rate of progression [15].
When studies rely on cross-sectional data, age effects could
not be disentangled from birth-cohort effects, because people of
different ages are born in different periods. This could be a
limitation when the calibration of transition probabilities is based
on adenoma prevalence figures. To address this potential con-
founding, some studies have used birth-cohort analysis based on
large screening databases [103,104] that could provide useful
information for future cost-effectiveness models.

Current knowledge reveals that CRC is a disease with different
biological origins [105]. Thus, failing to include all routes of
carcinogenesis, such as the serrated pathway, could lead to an
overestimation of screening effectiveness [106]. Evidence also
suggests that proximal and distal CRCs could be considered
distinct clinicopathological entities [107,108]. Future models
should consider including different natural history parameters
for each segment of the colon.

Another critical issue is CRC survival modeling. Most of the
studies obtained parameters of specific survival or relative
survival from population cancer registries. In both cases, this
reflects the probability of dying specifically from CRC and, there-
fore, requires taking into account the risk of death from other
causes. Models that failed to include this could have produced a
biased estimation of effects.

Calibration is a useful strategy for estimating deep parameters
[109,110] and is commonly used in cancer models [111–113]. One
of the limitations observed is that most of the studies failed to
comply with reporting recommendations [113] and relied on
manual calibration techniques.

In terms of validation, it would be helpful if alternative model
predictions are reported, such as the number of cancers pre-
vented, cancer stage–specific incidence predictions, as well as
adenoma dwell time and cancer sojourn time estimations. This
could increase transparency regarding a model’s structural
assumptions. Another useful measure that has been proposed
for this purpose is maximum clinical incidence reduction [15,16],
which is the model-simulated reduction in CRC incidence
through the end of the cohort follow-up period, at which point
it is assumed that detection and management of all preclinical
cancer cases are complete.

As presented in Table 3, state transition models face several
limitations, some of which could be overcome using microsimu-
lation models. In this type of model, it is easier to incorporate
time-dependent transition probabilities in the adenoma and
cancer progression. It is also possible to model more accurately
different segments of the colon and several synchronic lesions. In
terms of validation, because in microsimulation models the
history of every person modeled is recorded, underlying model
parameters, such as lead time, mean sojourn time, and adenoma
dwell time, could be directly estimated. Use of microsimulation
models could also be better to analyze screening strategies
targeted to different subgroup populations.

There were limitations in our review that should be stated. In
terms of the selected studies, only articles written in English were
analyzed. In terms of the model analysis, even though a compre-
hensive characterization of the studies was achieved, because model
development is a very complex process, describing all the modeling
elements in detail is not feasible. Structural uncertainty could be
partially understood from this review, but for a better analysis
different models should be reproduced using specific standard
assumptions (i.e., expected levels of adherence to the screening,
medicals costs, and test performance characteristics) to provide a
critical insight into the impact of different model structures.

This last issue is critical because of the diversity of models,
assumptions, and data sources used. Collaborative efforts among
groups of modeling experts and standardized disease-specific
models [114] are promising strategies for improving the consis-
tency and relevance of health decision-making inferences.
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Conclusions

Two different strategies and many models have been developed
to evaluate the cost effectiveness of CRC screening. Studies have
several differences between them in terms of the sources of
information and assumptions regarding deep parameters. There
are still many challenges associated with adequately represent-
ing the natural history of the disease and the screening process
and evaluating the structural uncertainty of the models.
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